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Introduction

Prediction during sentence processing

• Two qualitatively different prediction mechanisms:

• Pre-activation – activation of representations stored in long-term memory 

(i.e. the lexicon).

• Pre-updating – integrating strongly predicted content into the sentence’s 

representation built online in working memory (WM).

(Lau, Holcomb and Kuperberg, 2013; Kuperberg & Jaeger, 2016; Ness & Meltzer-Asscher, 2018) 1
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Pre-updating – evidence from event related potentials (ERPs)

Constraint Sentence (translated from Hebrew)

High

Low

‘Since Ofir isn’t familiar with the library, the librarian helped him find ACC the book he needed’

‘Ofir had searched for hours, but he couldn’t find ACC the book he needed’

Ness & Meltzer-Asscher, 2018 Introduction4
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Introduction

The current experiments

• Additional ERP study, with a speeded cloze task: 

• Replication of the pre-updating P600 effect at the verb

• Replication of the influence of WM capacity

• Additional insights: what causes a certain prediction to be pre-updated?

• Event-related eye blink experiment: 

• Additional evidence for pre-updating from a different methodology

• Additional evidence for the influence of WM capacity

• Novel methodology, not previously employed in language studies
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Experiment 1

Staub, Grant, Astheimer, & Cohen (2015), timed version of the cloze task:

• Words with higher cloze probability are produced faster.

• Words with similar cloze probabilities are produced faster when the 

sentence’s constraint is higher.

What causes a certain prediction to be pre-updated?

Constraint Sentence

High cloze 

probability

(70%)

Low cloze 

probability

(20%)

High On the street, the boy wanted to pet the dog cat

Low At the farm, the boy wanted to pet the cat
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Experiment 1

Staub, Grant, Astheimer, & Cohen (2015), timed version of the cloze task:

• Words with higher cloze probability are produced faster.

• Words with similar cloze probabilities are produced faster when the 

sentence’s constraint is higher.

Cloze probability distributions are represented within individuals’ minds.

What causes a certain prediction to be pre-updated?

The little boy was excited to pet the …
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Experiment 1

• Multiple possible completions ‘race’ towards a retrieval threshold. The 

ultimately produced response is the one that reached this threshold first.

• This will most likely be the high cloze completion.  

What causes a certain prediction to be pre-updated?

• But for a given participant in a given trial, a less probable 

word can reach retrieval faster than a more probable 

word, due to the probabilistic nature of activations.

• In a highly constraining sentence, the less probable word 

must pass retrieval threshold fast enough for the more 

probable word not to reach it first.
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Experiment 1

• Hypothesis: pre-updating occurs whenever a word passes retrieval threshold 

prior to realization in the input.

 Whether or not an activated word is pre-updated should not depend on 

its overall probability (reflected in a cloze task), but rather on how fast 

and strongly it is activated within the participant’s mind at a specific 

moment in time.

What causes a certain prediction to be pre-updated?
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Experiment 1

What causes a certain prediction to be pre-updated?

48 participants, 156 sentences (78 in each condition)

Word-by-word presentation, 600ms SOA (250ms + 350ms ISI)

10

Constraint Sentence frame

High

Biglal še-ofir lo   makir et      ha-sifria,    ha-safranit azra lo    limco et     ___
since that-ofir not know ACC the-library, the-librarian helped him to-find  ACC   ___

‘Since Ofir isn’t familiar with the library, the librarian helped him find ___’

Low

ofir xipes ve-xipes bemešex šaot,   aval lo    ecliax limco et     ___
ofir searched and-searched for           hours, but  not succeeded to-find  ACC  ___

‘Ofir had searched for hours, but he couldn’t find ___’

Methods and predictions:
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What causes a certain prediction to be pre-updated?
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Experiment 1

Low cloze probability

What causes a certain prediction to be pre-updated?

Constraint Sentence frame

High

Biglal še-ofir lo   makir et      ha-sifria,    ha-safranit azra lo    limco et     ___
since that-ofir not know ACC the-library, the-librarian helped him to-find  ACC   ___

‘Since Ofir isn’t familiar with the library, the librarian helped him find ___’

Low

ofir xipes ve-xipes bemešex šaot,   aval lo    ecliax limco et     ___
ofir searched and-searched for           hours, but  not succeeded to-find  ACC  ___

‘Ofir had searched for hours, but he couldn’t find ___’

High cloze probability

Low cloze probability

Predictions:

Pre-updating whenever a word passes retrieval threshold prior to realization in the input

 P600 effect on the verb in the High relative to the Low constraint sentences, not only when a high 

cloze word is produced, but also when a low cloze word is produced in the high constraint context.

10
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Experiment 1

High constraint

Low constraint

H – L
Span ≥ 4

H – L
Span ≤ 3
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What causes a certain prediction to be pre-updated?

Constraint Sentence frame

High ‘Since Ofir isn’t familiar with the library, the librarian helped him find ___’

Low ‘Ofir had searched for hours, but he couldn’t find ___’
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Experiment 1

HH - High constraint, High cloze

HL  - High constraint, Low cloze

L     - Low constraint (low cloze)

P600

R = - .048, p < .001

What causes a certain prediction to be pre-updated?

High cloze probability

Low cloze probability

Low cloze probability
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Constraint Sentence frame

High ‘Since Ofir isn’t familiar with the library, the librarian helped him find ___’

Low ‘Ofir had searched for hours, but he couldn’t find ___’

Results:



Experiment 2

• Spontaneous eye blink rate (EBR) is an effective indirect measure of dopamine 

(DA) activity in the striatum.

• Phasic DA signals in the striatum drive gating and updating of working memory.

• In a recent event-based eye-blink rate (ebEBR) study, blink rate was shown to 

increase upon updating of WM in a non-linguistic, reference-back task.

(Jongkees & Colzato, 2016; Hazy, Frank, & O’Reilly, 2006; D’Ardenne et al., 2012; Rac-Lubashevsky & Kessler, 2017)

Additional evidence of pre-updating - Event-based Eye Blink Rate (ebEBR)
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Experiment 2

Constraint Phrase

High

hitxamemut globalit

warming global

‘Global warming’

Low

marak yerakot

soup vegetable

‘Vegetable soup’

Additional evidence of pre-updating - Event-based Eye Blink Rate (ebEBR)

Global warming

Vegetable soup

Stimulus:

WM update:

Stimulus:

WM update:

Global 
warming

Vegetable
Vegetable

soup

No additional 
updating

 Decreased EBR
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Methods and predictions:



Experiment 2

Additional evidence of pre-updating - Event-based Eye Blink Rate (ebEBR)

• Task: detect incongruent phrases (i.e. no response 

on experimental trials)

• 40 participants, 160 phrases (80 in each condition)

• 1000ms SOA (700ms + 300ms ISI)

• EBR measured over 4s following the onset of the 

second word (w. fixation after 700ms)

• EBR measured using EOG electrodes
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Experiment 2
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Results:



Discussion

Summary

• Pre-updating is reflected in ERP as an increased P600 amplitude on the word 

where the prediction is generated (followed by decreased P600 when the 

pre-updated word appears).

• Pre-updating is also reflected in decreased eye-blink rate, indicating that 

gating is not needed when a pre-updated word appears.

• Individuals with higher WM capacity have a higher tendency to pre-update.

• Pre-updating occurs regardless of the general probability of the specific 

prediction, whenever a word is activated and retrieved prior to its realization 

in the input.
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Activation

Discussion

Prediction mechanisms within the processing stages of a word:

Integration

Ness & Meltzer-Asscher, 2018 18
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Thank you!
Questions?
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